On 17 May 2000 the SCSI Commands, Architecture, and Protocol Working Group agreed the following two changes are errors in SES revision 8a.

1. In **Table A.2 Configuration page, using sub-enclosure identifiers**, make these changes:

   In the First sub-enclosure descriptor, change “(8 bytes)” for PRODUCT REVISION LEVEL to“(4 bytes).” Change “(p – 40 bytes)” for VENDOR SPECIFIC ENCLOSURE INFORMATION to “(p – 36 bytes).”

   In the Last sub-enclosure descriptor, change “(8 bytes)” for PRODUCT REVISION LEVEL to“(4 bytes).” Change “(p – 40 bytes)” for VENDOR SPECIFIC ENCLOSURE INFORMATION to “(p – 36 bytes).”

2. In **Table 18 Format of OVERALL DESCRIPTOR and ELEMENT DESCRIPTOR**, swap “LSB” and “MSB” for bytes 2 and 3 DESCRIPTOR LENGTH so “MSB” is in byte 2 and “LSB” is in byte 3.